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Oracle Big Data Cloud Pilot
Key Features

Visit Your Data Lake Before Buying the Cabin

+ Prebuilt VM with Oracle’s Big Data
Product Suite

As the application of Big Data becomes less of a nice-to-have and more of a competitive necessity, it’s clear that a significant investment in new technology is inevitable. The required combination of cost and commitment is daunting; making the
right decision, the first time, is imperative. Buying a whole cabin sight-unseen just
to explore your data lake seems reckless. Instead, Ranzal’s Oracle Big Data Pilot
offers the opportunity to test the waters of your data lake prior to making a buying
decision.

+ Access to extensive suite of software:
• Oracle Big Data Discovery
• Cloudera Distribution including
Apache Hadoop
• Oracle R Advanced Analytics for
Hadoop

Set Aside Obstacles to Investigate and Explore

+ Known and contained costs

Skip the negotiation, installation, and configuration. Don’t worry about making
space in your data center. Instead, dive right in and let Ranzal’s experts guide you
through Oracle’s various Big Data solutions and pull in your own data. Our methodology will reveal your company’s analytic needs, identify the best Big Data use
cases for your organization, establish success criteria for the pilot, highlight any
gaps in the out-of-the-box solutions, and prescribe the best approach for big data
success. Ideally, we’ll discover that the Oracle and Hadoop differentiators are right
for you and justify your investment. Alternatively, critical obstacles will be uncovered
and course corrected far before the point of no return.

+ No long-term commitment for Oracle
license

The Pilot Provides these Benefits:

+ Guidance from Ranzal’s BDD experts

+ Pre-installed Oracle Big Data software suite in the Oracle Cloud

+ Use of your company’s actual data

+ Scalable memory and compute power

+ Justification of investment - or not

+ Expert guidance and methodology

Assumptions

+ Use of your own data

• Oracle Big Data Connectors
• Oracle NoSQL Database Enterprise
Edition
• Oracle Data Integrator
• Oracle GoldenGate

Key Benefits

+ Maximum of 3 data sources or 50
million records

+ Piece-by-piece exploration of Oracle’s various Big Data offerings
+ Fixed professional services cost and no Oracle license commitment

+ 8 week timeline

About Edgewater Ranzal
Edgewater Ranzal is a full-service Oracle Platinum Consulting Partner with unrivaled expertise in delivering Oracle
Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management, Business Intelligence and Big Data solutions. We consistently apply
and update leading-practice methodologies to address changing business requirements and take advantage of evolving system
capabilities. With resources and clients located throughout the United States, Canada, and Europe, we are one of the largest specialized
Oracle Business Analytics partners. To learn more, visit ranzal.com, e-mail info@ranzal.com, or call +1.914.253.6600.
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